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Keys of This Blood

2008-06-30

only malachi martin consummate vatican insider and intelligence expert could
reveal the untold story behind the vatican s role in today s winner take all
race against time to establish maintain and control the first one world
government will america lead the way to the new world order is pope john paul
ii winning the battle for faith is the breakup of the soviet empire masking
gorbachev s worldwide agenda the keys of this blood is a book of stunning
geopolitical revelations it presents a compelling array of daring blueprints
for global power and one of them is the portrait of the future

情況

2006-09

there s a new way of doing church and it s taking north america by storm here
a recognized authority on the house church movement and a popular speaker and
pastor share their expertise in starting and maintaining a healthy house
church together they look at current and future trends in the house church
movement and provide best practice models for planting and leading house
churches also they explore how house churches are not always the same as
simple cell groups or small groups especially in the areas of leadership and
money readers will discover all the information they need to begin a house
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church in their community

Official Gazette of the United States Patent and
Trademark Office

2003

the study stresses that christianlity in india is not alien but both in
culture and style it is indigenous the study is a timely reminder that our
place an earth is more sacred than author 12 chapters conclusion bibliography
appendix and indexes

Starting a House Church

2007-04-05

religious transformation in modern asia offers phenomenological glimpses of
the religious transition in 18th to 20th centuries the colonial experience of
indigenous asian people as case studies will be expounded in relation to the
emergence of a new religion christianity
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Quest for Identity

2000

every leader will be tested the mark of a great leader is their ability to
withstand the inevitable trials of leadership the greater your call the
greater these tests will be larry kreider international director of dove
international offers biblical wisdom for standing strong through the storms
whether you are a leader in your home work community or church this book is
your resource for not only surviving the trials of leadership but welcoming
them gain practical tools to prepare for the coming tests leverage problems
to develop maturity grow in humility through success the storms are coming
learn to stand strong through them all

Religious Transformation in Modern Asia

2015-02-24

digital spiritualities answers many of the questions of the christian
faithful and scholars of religion about the sustainability of christian
fellowship in an era of covid 19 its deft analysis of the creativity of
christians on issues of online lived pentecostalism viz online evangelization
online liturgy and online network formation make this book an invaluable text
for scholars of african pentecostalism the book is a critical contribution to
and in the vanguard of an emerging scholarship on online christian fellowship
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among the african diaspora olufunke adeboye phd professor of social history
dean of arts university of lagos

Passing the 21 Tests of Leadership

2018-04-17

indonesia is the largest muslim majority nation in the world and at the same
time has a growing pentecostal charismatic movement gaining more public
attention both for its size and wealth building on two years of research
thousands of member surveys and visits to almost 300 churches this book gives
insights into the reasons for its growth it explores the characteristics of
the growing community and its social relations with other christian
communities as well as muslims in indonesia

Digital Spiritualities

2016-12-31

this book provides a thorough introduction to historical and contemporary
issues in american religion tackling controversial hot button topics such as
abortion intelligent design and scientology surveying key aspects of the
controversial issues persons and religious groups of today encyclopedia of
religious controversies in the united states second edition is a thorough
update and expansion of the first edition of this book this two volume work
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contains many new entries that reflect current 21st century religious
controversies written by a variety of scholars with varying specializations
the content covers major people ideas terms institutions groups books and
events the a z format allows for easy location of materials a chronology of
developments and events enables readers to trace the development of
contentious topics over time and a section of primary document excerpts gives
readers further perspective on the issues

Aspirations for Modernity and Prosperity

2012-12-05

fast growing in population african immigrants in the united states have
become a significant force to the point that the idea of a new african
diaspora is now a reality this thriving community has opened new arenas of
scholarly discourse on black atlantic history beyond the trans atlantic slave
trade and its legacies this book investigates the complex dynamic forces that
have shaped and continue to shape this new diaspora in eleven original essays
the volume examines pertinent themes such as immigration integration dilemmas
identity construction brain drain remittances expanding african religious
space and how these dynamics impact and intersect with the african homeland
with contributors from both sides of the atlantic that represent a diverse
range of academic disciplines this book offers a broad perspective on
emerging themes in contemporary african diasporan experiences the book will
be of interest to scholars and students of african and african american
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studies sociology and history

Encyclopedia of Religious Controversies in the
United States [2 volumes]

2016-07-01

this two volume set showcases the achievements of african american
entrepreneurs and the various businesses that they founded developed or
promote as well as the accomplishments of many african american leaders both
those whose work is well known and other achievers who have been neglected in
history nearly everyone is familiar with new york city s wall street a
financial center of the world but much fewer individuals know about the black
wall streets in durham and tulsa where prominent examples of successful
african american leaders emerged encyclopedia of african american business
updated and revised edition tells the fascinating story that is the history
of african american business providing readers with an inspiring image of the
economic power of black people throughout their existence in the united
states it continues the historical account of developments in the african
american business community and its leaders describing the period from 18th
century america to the present day the book describes current business
leaders opens a fuller and deeper insight into the topics chosen and includes
numerous statistical tables within the text and in a separate section at the
back of the book the encyclopedia is arranged under three broad headings
entry list topical entry list and africa american business leaders by
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occupation this arrangement introduces readers to the contents of the work
and enables them to easily find information about specific individuals topics
or occupations the book will appeal to students from high school through
graduate school as well as researchers library directors business enterprises
and anyone interested in biographical information on african americas who are
business leaders will benefit from the work

The New African Diaspora in the United States

2017-11-27

small group resources tend to overlook the spiritual side of small group
leadership and yet most would agree that spiritual preparation is the most
important aspect of leading a small group only gods supernatural power can
draw people to the truth and liberate them to be all that god wants them to
be the key distinction of this book is the spiritual perspective it gives to
small group ministry so much of the literature about small groups that is
already published relates to small group technique and only touches briefly
on the spirits power this book is a practical reference guide to help small
group leadership begin to move in the supernatural realm the books first
priority is to help small group leaders and members trust the holy spirit to
lead them empower them and work in their group small group facilitators often
sense a lack of guidance power and spiritual authority jesus knew his
disciples would be powerless without a touch from the holy spirit and so he
told them to wait in jerusalem saying you will receive power when the holy
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spirit comes on you and you will be my witnesses in jerusalem and in all
judea and samaria and to the ends of the earth acts 1 8 small group leaders
need a power boost to make small group ministry relevant and exciting the
second priority of this book is to help the facilitator identify and mobilize
each small group member to use his or her own spiritual gifts

Encyclopedia of African American Business [2
volumes]

2008-12-01

bearing in mind the complex and multiple legacies of slavery and colonialism
particularly as they present themselves in the african caribbean turner
addresses what he sees as a fundamental but underexplored phenomenon self
negation he defines this as the tendency for persons living in the aftermath
of slavery and colonialism to not like themselves or to live with a
dissonance in their identity this problem is particularly seen in the
relationship between the church and african indigenous religious heritages
within the region using the bahamas as the site for qualitative research and
theological reflection he explores the complex relationship between the
church and junkanoo an african caribbean street festival whilst bahamians
eagerly participate in both spheres it is the common belief that church is
sacred and junkanoo is secular and the two should never mix turner theorizes
that the theological root of the issue is the kinds of colonial hermeneutics
that still inform church and cultural practices whilst self negation is
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perpetuated by a hermeneutic of dichotomy turner proposes a counter a
hermeneutic of embrace that takes african indigenous cultural heritages
seriously and brings wholeness to the kinds of religious and cultural
identities within postcolonial and post slavery societies

Planting Churches That Reproduce

2010-09-02

in transatlantic charismatic renewal c 1950 2000 atherstone maiden and
hutchinson curate new approaches to the study of charismatic renewal as an
effective response to globalization modernity and secularization

Daily Graphic

2020-10-07

the historiography of african religions and religions in africa presents a
remarkable shift from the study of africa as object to africa as subject thus
translating the subject from obscurity into the global community of the
academic study of religion this book presents a unique multidisciplinary
exploration of african traditions in the study of religion in africa and the
new african diaspora the book is structured under three main sections
emerging trends in the teaching of african religions indigenous thought and
spirituality and christianity hinduism and islam contributors drawn from
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diverse african and global contexts situate current scholarly traditions of
the study of african religions within the purview of academic encounter and
exchanges with non african scholars and non african contexts african scholars
enrich the study of religions from their respective academic and
methodological orientations jacob kehinde olupona stands out as a pioneer in
the socio scientific interpretation of african indigenous religion and
religions in africa this book is to his honour and marks his immense
contribution to an emerging field of study and research

Overcoming Self-Negation

1991

the historiography of african religions and religions in africa presents a
remarkable shift from the study of africa as object to africa as subject thus
translating the subject from obscurity into the global community of the
academic study of religion this book presents a unique multidisciplinary
exploration of african traditions in the study of religion in africa and the
new african diaspora the book is structured under three main sections
emerging trends in the teaching of african religions indigenous thought and
spirituality and christianity hinduism and islam contributors drawn from
diverse african and global contexts situate current scholarly traditions of
the study of african religions within the purview of academic encounter and
exchanges with non african scholars and non african contexts african scholars
enrich the study of religions from their respective academic and
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methodological orientations jacob kehinde olupona stands out as a pioneer in
the socio scientific interpretation of african indigenous religion and
religions in africa this book is to his honour and marks his immense
contribution to an emerging field of study and research

Cumulative List of Organizations Described in
Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986

1991

pentecostalism is currently the fastest growing christian movement with
hundreds of millions of followers this growth overwhelmingly takes place
outside of the west and women make up 75 percent of the membership the
contributors to spirit on the move examine pentecostalism s appeal to black
women worldwide and the ways it provides them with a source of community and
access to power exploring a range of topics from neo pentecostal churches in
ghana that help women challenge gender norms to evangelical gospel musicians
in brazil the contributors show how pentecostalism helps black women draw
attention to and seek remediation from the violence and injustices brought on
by civil war capitalist exploitation racism and the failures of the state in
fleshing out the experiences theologies and innovations of black women
pentecostals the contributors show how pentecostal belief and its various
practices reflect the movement s complexity reach and adaptability to
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specific cultural and political formations contributors paula aymer john
burdick judith casselberry deidre helen crumbley elizabeth mcalister laura
premack elizabeth a pritchard jane soothill linda van de kamp

Cumulative List of Organizations Described in
Section 170 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954

1992

this book is about the character of christ that the believer is called to put
on christlike character formation in us is the work of the holy spirit who
dwells in us in this book you will find well developed rich definitions and
sound concepts surrounding the notion of the character of christ themes that
have been properly developed include the origin of worldly character the
dangers of worldly character christian character and how christian character
is acquired as you read this book you will discover that spirituality is not
measured according to spiritual gifts but rather by the character of christ
manifested through our body in which the death of christ manifests this is a
book to be classified among rare masterpieces which can lead the believer to
experience the sanctified life in an ever increasing way it s a book to read
in prayer with eternity in view it s highly recommended
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Meeting United States-Japan Marine Facilities Panel

1992

in separation from the common author zacharias tanee fomum shares his
personal journey of obedience to god s call to live a life of separation from
the ordinary fomum s journey began with small steps of obedience like giving
away his suits when god asked him to but it soon became a radical commitment
to living a life different from what obtains in the world around him using
biblical examples and others from church history fomum makes the case that
all who are called by god to specific tasks are called away from the ordinary
life and to uncommon lifestyle he argues that success and distinction come at
a great price and that responsibility curtails a person s freedom fomum s
book challenges readers to consider whether they are willing to pay the price
for success and follow the narrow way that jesus walked through his own story
and reflections on the scripture fomum offers encouragement to those who are
willing to heed god s call to a life of separation from the common he reminds
readers that they can hear god s voice and that he will be their guide and
helper on the path to success in him separation from the common is a
challenging and inspiring call to a radical commitment to christ and a life
that stands out from the crowd
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The Directory of U.S. Trademarks

2021-07-05

burdened with the need for competent and aggressive workers in the field for
a growing work professor zacharias tanee fomum gave these talks on spiritual
aggressiveness to about 250 leaders from eight nations during a leadership
training course this course which was on spiritual leadership in the pattern
of joshua took place in lagos nigeria during a period of five days from
wednesday 14th to sunday 18th august 1996 in this book professor fomum cover
topics like greatness through might in character and might in deeds breaking
new barriers with total violence marriage to hardwork team work radical
holiness for spiritual service aggressive servanthood bleeding pursuit of god
and many others the messages are written just as they were spoken having been
compiled from notes taken during the course with very limited editing by the
author they have maintained their freshness and sharpness contributions from
various workers from the field make this book a very practical book on
missions read it you will be blessed you will be challenged to become the
type of leader that is needed for the lord s flock on the eve of his imminent
return

Transatlantic Charismatic Renewal, c.1950-2000

2016-04-01
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there are the general purposes of god and the distinct purposes of god that
he entrusts to specific individuals groups of individuals communities and
even to a spiritual movement both kinds of callings are documented in the
scriptures and all serve the economy of god s purposes to zach fomum and
those that god called along with him a distinct economy of the gospel was
entrusted that translated into a clear goal the pursuance of that goal
through obedience to god s specific instructions has gradually clarified the
will of god and the means of accomplishing his purposes god s will god s ways
our responsibility who we must be what we must do to please god and
accomplish our goal are presented here as constituting our ministry this is
written for all who are part of our ministry and for all who will be part of
this ministry so that we may serve in the same spirit for the same purpose
and by accomplishing the goal bring glory to our lord jesus god bless you

African Traditions in the Study of Religion in
Africa

2013-06-28

we are in a world without rest many people lack rest outwardly a few are
outwardly calm apparently at peace yet many are at war on the inside these
are the words of the author zacharias tanee fomum which justifies his burden
for writing this book to satisfy god s need to produce people who through the
work of the cross and of the holy spirit are at rest regardless of the
outward circumstances in which they find themselves and wherever they are the
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book is based on the life of isaac a bible character who made spiritual
progress in the area of dying to personal glory along the long journey of his
life read this book and enter into the experience of the deep rest which
isaac knew and therefore be able to serve the lord full of the peace which
comes from christ and not from man

African Traditions in the Study of Religion in
Africa

2019-03-22

god is eagerly waiting to fill you with his holy spirit god s purposes in the
new covenant are tied to people who are filled with the holy spirit the
greatest need of the hour and the lord s perfect will is that each believer
be filled with the holy spirit and filled with power although he is waiting
anxiously to do this he can only fill those who are empty those who are
filled with sin self the love of the world or the love of the things that are
in the world cannot be filled with the holy spirit because they are already
filled with the wrong thing or with the wrong things in this small practical
book prof fomum presents the seven heart conditions together with a well
thought out list of the things that often fill the hearts of people and so
hinder them from being filled with the holy spirit we encourage you to
prayerfully go through the list acknowledging hating uprooting from the heart
and carrying out the necessary restitution once the illegal presence of any
of the listed things is identified in your life immediately you present a
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pure heart to god he will fill it with the holy spirit he is eagerly waiting
to fill you empty yourself without delay

Spirit on the Move

2016-05-19

the holiness of god demands that anything that jesus would not have prayed
about is not prayed the question then arises how does a child of god know for
sure what to ask for in prayer that will receive divine probation secondly
who is qualified to pray the author professor z t fomum goes into great depth
to provide not only a succinct answer to these questions but also outlining
the basic prerequisites to prayer he states that prayer and holiness are two
sides of the same coin prayer is holy business with a holy god in prayer one
touches the holiness of god and the god of holiness praying with sin in one s
life is self destruction and far worse than prayerlessness prayer and
holiness is an outstanding down to earth university level course on prayer in
it the author brings to light the difference between obeying god and pleasing
god with regards to prayer highlighting what goes into pleasing god as you
pick up this book be prepared for deep transformations and a rerouting in
what you have practiced as prayer thus far welcome to the sphere of practical
spiritual warfare with guaranteed answers to all your prayers
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The Way Of Christian Character

2016-07-12

brother zach defined his role in the work of god and functioned essentially
as a team leader he understood the work of god and leadership in terms of
receiving from god his will and methods for his work but he also looked to
god to receive the men and women who were god s workers in the work these
became his co workers he was their team leader some of the co workers and co
leaders in his team served for short periods and some served with him a
lifelong commitment from his lips we can enter into the spiritual environment
and into the lives of the men and women who served the lord with him for the
purposes of testimony many statements for correction rebuke and re alignment
have been deliberately omitted because the public nature of the book is
inappropriate for such a ministry of perfection and intimacy we have shared
what came from his lips to motivate his co workers and that reflects his
absolute faith not only in god but in those that had teamed up with him he
saw the good and he built on the good and around such a leader many unusual
men and women emerged as is evident in these anecdotes may the lord build you
as you read and may the lord build you as you share in an unusual leader
building men and women for god s work
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Separation from the Common

2015-12-30

moses said to the lord see thou sayest to me bring up this people but thou
hast not let me know whom thou wilt send with me yet thou hast said i know
you by name and you have also found favour in my sight now therefore i pray
thee if i have found favour in thy sight show me now thy ways that i may know
thee and find favour in thy sight consider too that this nation is thy people
and he said my presence will go with you and i will give you rest and he said
to him if thy presence will not go with me do not carry us up from here for
how shall it be known that i have found favour in thy sight i and thy people
is it not in thy going with us so that we are distinct i and thy people from
all other people that are upon the face of the earth and the lord said to
moses this very thing that you have spoken i will do for you have found
favour in my sight and i know you by name moses said i pray thee show me thy
glory and he said i will make all my goodness pass before you and will
proclaim before you my name the lord and i will be gracious to whom i will be
gracious and will show mercy on whom i will show mercy exodus 33 12 19 moses
knew god the apostle paul testified i myself was convinced that i ought to do
many things in opposing the name of jesus of nazareth and i did so in
jerusalem i not only shut up many of the saints in prison by authority from
the chief priests but when they were put to death i cast my vote against them
and i punished them often in all the synagogues and tried to make them
blaspheme and in raging fury against them i persecuted them even to foreign
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cities thus i journeyed to damascus with the authority and commission of the
chief priests at midday o king i saw on the way a light from heaven brighter
than the sun shining round me and those who jouneyed with me and when we had
all fallen to the ground i heard a voice saying to me in the hebrew language
saul saul why do you persecute me it hurts you to kick against the goads and
i said who are you lord and the lord said i am jesus whom you are persecuting
but rise and stand upon your feet for i have appeared to you for this purpose
to appoint you to serve and bear witness to the things which you have seen me
and to those in which i will appear to you delivering you from the people and
from the gentiles to whom i send you to open their eyes that they may turn
from darkness to light and from the power of satan to god that they may
receive forgiveness of sins and a place among those who are sanctified by
faith in me acts 26 9 18 paul started thus with a personal knowledge of the
lord after many fresh encounters with the lord he said that i may know him
and the power of his resurrection and may share his sufferings becoming like
him in his death that if possible i may attain the resurrection from the dead
philippians 3 10 11 paul knew the lord and yearned more and more to know him
his service for the lord sprang out of his settled and growing knowledge of
the lord there are many believers today who worship the unknown god there are
many who have never sought him until he was revealed to them there are many
who do not know him there are many for whom sin is a wonderful attraction
because they have never beheld the all glorious face of the eternal father
nor heard his sweet voice their faith is more or less a theory god seems
absent or at best withdrawn do you know god when did you personally encounter
him when was your last encounter with him the greatest need of the hour is
for saints who know god this book is about knowing god we consider that the
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greatest need of the hour is for believers to know their god and render to
him service that is an outflow of this knowledge and intimacy with him it is
a book for you

Spiritual Aggressiveness

2015-08-08

this book deals with the problems encountered in the premarital life it looks
at the sexual life when it should be started and the solution to the problems
that arise from it these solutions are brought forth to ensure lasting
happiness god is the creator of sexual intercourse he wanted men to enjoy it
but only on condition that it happens according to established rules however
many willingly or out of ignorance violate this rule by abusing their sexual
lives with all forms of vices the kind of premarital life you lead has
multiple consequences with a real impact on the present and on the future god
in his love has given us salvation through the incarnation of christ his
death and his resurrection illustrated by several testimonies of healing and
restoration you will find in this book the answer to your problem

From His Lips: About Our Ministry

2015-05-17

this book can revolutionise the church and help heal all forms of spiritual
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barrenness the author z t fomum denounces the errors that hijack the gospel
message he wants through a reminder of fundamental truths to bring the people
of god back to a revolutionary conquest of souls why because evangelism is
the act of presenting jesus to a person who does not know him in a way that
provokes a real encounter with jesus with god committed to this work there is
a need to walk and act in the power of the holy spirit in this book the
reader will also find all the advice for approaching a soul and proclaiming
the gospel with impact as the author helps us to discover in the encounter
between jesus and the samaritan woman this book is a must read

The Secret of Spiritual Rest

2015-12-29

this critically important book is presented by the author as an attempt to
provide the needful for the lord s call to make disciples it is a statement
of the revelations doctrines methods and principles of discipleship aimed at
helping anyone to experience discipleship and thereby lead others to grow in
a way to become active workers in making others into disciples of jesus
christ it is a book to read and recommend to any servant of god cognizant of
the glorious mission that the lord jesus christ has entrusted to his church
therefore go and make disciples of all nations finally the making of
disciples is all about the work of transforming a sinner into a repentant
sinner a repentant sinner into a convert a convert into a young disciple
leading the young disciple to spiritual maturity and finally helping him to
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become a disciple maker this book is highly recommended to the body of christ

Be Filled With The Holy Spirit

2016-06-10

the complete works of zacharias tanee fomum on leadership volume 3 contains
the following books revolutionary thoughts on leadership volume 1 the
character and personality of the leader basic christian leadership the
overcomer as a servant of man making spiritual progress volume 1 this volume
undertakes a study of the leadership substance and style of joshua and other
servant leaders in the scriptures lased with live examples from the author
and several other leaders in the kingdom revolutionary thoughts on leadership
is a string of revolutionary perspectives on leadership that will provoke you
confront you discipline you rebuke you correct you stir you and spur you on
to aspire desire and require victorious and triumphant leadership servant
leadership is the central focus of this volume jesus our superb and supreme
model was an embodiment of servant leadership a servant leader leads by not
lording it over his followership when a leader dedicates himself to serve his
people they will eventually be his servants forever the old men told rehoboam
if today you will be a servant to these people and serve them and give them a
favourable answer they will always be your servants 1 kings 12 7 everyone who
will succeed as a leader must appropriate these words christian leadership
hinges heavily on character the man with an abundance of divine love joy
peace patience kindness goodness faithfulness gentleness self control
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endurance and perseverance will definitely attract an increasing following in
a foul and perverse world we send this third volume on leadership out with a
cry to the lord that he should use it to build many into leaders of his
people capable of leading them into the totality of god s purposes in this
generation and beyond

prayer and holiness

2015-03-22

this book is divine counsel from god for personal spiritual progress and for
the success of the spiritual leader vison burden action is truly a work book
and communication of strategies this book is recommended to any servant who
is aware of god s call to be among those who lead his people it clearly
establishes the relationship between vision burden and action well developed
are themes such as spiritual strategy the leader and the world the leader in
prayer communication of the vision etc it is in short an exposition of
methods and strategies for a spiritual leadership which need not be ashamed
before the lord and before men going through it you will discover the
fundamental reasons for the failure of many spiritual leaders in the world
today the lack of vision and the inability to communicate the vision make
this book your discreet companion
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From His Lips: About His Co-workers

2016-01-01

brokenness by professor fomum is a real classic for walking the christian
life with total abandonment to the lord after the new birth a man s
spirituality is not measured by his capacity to preach great sermons to cast
out demons or to heal the sick such capacities could be the manifestation of
spiritual gifts which are received from god regardless of who the person is
such a person may be totally unrecognizable at the slightest provocation be
selfish and self centred love sin hide or blame others for his mistakes and
failures get worried when faced with the least problem and act before he has
prayed about it etc this talks of an unbroken life in which unfortunately
most believers who truly confess the name of the lord find themselves several
years after conversion the purpose of god in the new creation is to produce
people who attain spiritual maturity by quickly attaining the stature of
broken men and women god does it through the cross to break and destroy the
natural man and by the work of the holy spirit to build the character of
christ in the believer brokenness therefore depends on the degree to which a
person has allowed the cross and the holy spirit to work in him taking jacob
s life as a basis the author shows how one can go from the state of the
natural man unconverted to that of a carnal believer unbroken then to that of
a spiritual believer broken that is a life in which the believer belongs
totally to the lord allows free access to god in the minutest details of his
life no longer presents any obstacle to god read this book it will challenge
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you and help you to make progress on the pathway of brokenness to such an
extent that you will soon be able to confess with apostle paul it is no
longer i who live but christ who lives in me

Knowing God

2015-07-20

this book will help every saint to understand his need without complacency or
presumption it s a book on authentic revival it is a revival book whose
ultimate goal is to enable those who experience backsliding in their intimate
communion with god to find the necessary advice wisdom and motivation that
would enable them to succeed in returning to god it creates both the desire
and the challenge in the backslider for an effective return to god it exposes
ways and means to know revival in the personal prayer life revival in the
personal fasting life revival in the personal use of time as well as revival
in one s attitude towards sin this book will lead to real revival and
restoration the author z t fomum gives a series of thoughts on prayer fasting
sin righteousness and the use of time you will also find in it the crippling
marks of a backslider

Enjoying the Premarital Life

2016-02-09
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in this compelling first volume of prayer crusades meticulously compiled from
his teachings professor zacharias tanee fomum ztf invites prayer ministers
intercessors and believers under any yoke to wield the powerful weapon of
prayer crusades against the onslaught of the enemy with profound insight and
unwavering conviction ztf unveils the essence of prayer crusades offering
both a broad overview and a deep exploration of their significance through
revolutionary thoughts on prayer he ignites a fervent desire within readers
to engage in this potent spiritual exercise which has historically shaped the
outcomes of spiritual warfare within these pages discover the essential
prerequisites for fruitful prayer crusades and journey through the various
levels of prayer from fervent supplication to divine communion drawing from
his own rich experiences ztf shares poignant anecdotes that inspire and
challenge readers to step into the arena of prayer with boldness and faith as
you delve into this profound work may your spirit be stirred your faith
strengthened and may the name of the lord be glorified through the fervent
prayers of his people

You Can Lead Someone to the Lord Jesus Christ Today

The Making of Disciples
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The Complete Works of Zacharias Tanee Fomum on
Leadership (Volume 3)

Vision, Burden, Action

Brokenness

Personal Spiritual Revival

Prayer Crusades (Volume 1)
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